Analysis of variables of plasmid transformation of a bacterial vaccine: studies on recombinant BCG.
Stepwise regression analysis was applied to evaluate the strength order of the effect of five explanatory variables on the transformation of BCG substrains by electroporation with hybrid shuttle plasmid [pAL5000:pIJ666] and derived as YUB plasmids containing a kanamycin resistance selection marker. From 66 successful transformations, data of 42 transformations of the Pasteur 1172P2 BCG substrain are analysed. The estimated parameters in the multiple linear regression model show that the association of the explanatory variables with the explained variable, i.e. the efficiency of the transformation of BCG expressed in c.f.u./microgram DNA, in decreasing strength order is: concentration of the plasmid DNA; viability of the non-electroporated concentrated BCG suspensions; viability of the BCG cultures; age of the BCG cultures; and time constant of the electroporation. More extended analysis of other factors of the transformation will improve objective statistical inference regarding the biophysical and molecular biological interpretation of the transformation mechanism by electroporation of the different bacterial species. More precise understanding of optimal conditions of genetic transformation will be particularly important for developing recombinant BCG vaccines.